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Why choose

Hodder Education Singapore?
Count on some of the best-known textbooks
Hodder Education Group publishes a well-known and well-loved
list of bestselling titles for schools in Singapore. We continue to
add to this list, ensuring that we produce resources of the highest
quality for Singapore teachers to rely upon.

Rely on our local team in Singapore to provide tailored
resources and respond to ever-changing needs
Our dedicated team in Singapore provides you with access to the best range of
print and digital resources, all tailored to support the national curriculum. We are
committed to continually improving the support we provide and our team responds
quickly and effectively to the wide range of ever-changing needs across the country.

Benefit from over 100 years of experience in
educational publishing and deliver world-class lessons
with resources used in over 140 countries
Hodder Education Group is one of the largest and most experienced
educational publishers with over 100 years of publishing history. Globally, we
have published for almost every subject, and every learning level, providing
resources to schools in over 140 countries worldwide. Our expertise allows us
to help you deliver the world-class standard that has made Singapore a global
leader in education.

Trust a longstanding partner of Cambridge Assessment
International Education
As an official publisher of endorsed resources, we have worked with Cambridge
Assessment International Education for over 25 years. Cambridge International
also work with the Singapore Ministry of Education to develop the
O and A Levels examinations.

To purchase, review or find out more please contact:
Telephone: +65 6749 3551 • Email: Singapore.enquiries@hoddereducation.com

Secondary English
BEST
SELLER

All About English: Grammar
Build proficiency in grammar with systematic, easy-to-follow lessons
designed for progressive learning, suitable for self-study or classroom use,
which help students gain a solid foundation of essential grammatical items,
structures and rules.
Based on the latest English Language Syllabus from the Ministry of
Education, Singapore.

Lower Secondary
Book 1
978-981-06-2686-0

Lower Secondary
Book 2
978-981-06-2687-7

Supplementary Resources

Grammar

• Teach correct usage and develop awareness of common and
developmental errors.
• Refine understanding of the lessons with ‘Extended Learning Points’.
• Test and reinforce grammar proficiency at the word, phrase, sentence and
text levels with exercises.

All About English: Grammar Editing
Help students achieve success in editing for the ‘O’ Level examination
paper, with detailed explanations to strengthen their understanding of
grammar and the types of error that may be found in texts.
• Teach students to identify and correct errors in a wide range of passages
of varying degrees of difficulty.

Lower Secondary
978-981-06-3767-5

Upper Secondary
978-981-06-3630-2

NEW

• Deepen understanding of the most common errors and how to edit
them with various types of errors listed and tips for tackling a passage,
including a worked example in Part 1.
• Ensure students master the skills to be able to identify and correct
grammatical errors in a range of texts with progressive practice provided
in 10 passages of basic, intermediate and advanced categories.

Power Up Grammar (Secondary 1 and 2)
Advance understanding and command of English grammar and
usage with the advice of an experienced author whose grammar titles
have been recommended by the Ministry of Education for use
in schools.
• Help students to discover how grammar contributes to successful
communication with contextualised exercises using different text types.

Secondary 1
978-981-47-6724-8

Secondary 2
978-981-47-6725-5

• Ensure students master understanding of English grammar with clear
explanations of grammatical structures, notes and examples.
• Consolidate learning with topical practice questions and revision
exercises at the end of each unit, based on the latest English Language
syllabus.
• Facilitate independent practice and allow students to check their
progress with answers provided.

To purchase, review or find out more please contact our team on +65 67493551
or email Singapore.enquiries@hoddereducation.com
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Supplementary Resources

Secondary English
BEST
SELLER

Hodder Education Grammar in Context
Guide students effectively on their path to mastering grammar, focussing on
the use of specific grammatical items and structures in realistic contexts.
• Build understanding of specific characteristics of types of texts with notes
and exercises.
• Help students master grammar in realistic contexts.

Secondary 1
978-981-06-2347-0

Secondary 2
978-981-06-2361-6

• Reinforce understanding with comprehensive exercises and suggested
answers.

Comprehension
BEST
SELLER

All About English: Comprehension
Develop the skills and techniques needed to successfully answer comprehension questions,
in line with the latest Ministry of Education English syllabus.
• Provide detailed, step-by-step guidance and concise explanations showing how to approach
and manage comprehension questions.
• Ensure students fully understand expectations with in-depth sections on Understanding the
Comprehension Paper, Worked Examples and Comprehension Practice.

Lower Secondary
978-981-47-6710-1

BEST
SELLER

• Practise and troubleshoot examination technique with examination tips.
• Encourage self-assessment and analysis with answers provided.

All About English: Comprehension (Revised Edition)
Develop the skills and techniques needed to successfully answer the comprehension
questions in the English ‘O’ Level examination paper, in line with the latest Ministry of
Education English syllabus.
• Revise knowledge and skills with detailed, step-by-step guidance and concise
explanations showing how to approach and manage comprehension questions.
• Ensure students fully understand expectations with in-depth sections on Understanding
the Comprehension Paper, Worked Examples and Comprehension Practice.

Upper Secondary
978-981-47-6782-8
New: Publishing
September 2018
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• Help students feel prepared for the examination with examination technique practice
and examination tips.
• Evaluate and analyse students’ work with answers provided.

For advance information about new publishing and content, register to receive our
eUpdates at: www.hoddereducation.sg/eupdates

Secondary English
Read and analyse visual texts using signposts such as Purpose, Audience, Context and
Culture (PACC) and explanations of visual text features, which will help to answer the
different types of questions students will encounter in Paper 2, Section A of the English
Language ‘O’ Level Paper (Syllabus 1128).
• Build the necessary skills to approach this section of their examination, by showing how
visuals and written text work together to convey a specific message.
• Familiarise students with various types of examination questions and answering
techniques with guided explanations and worked examples.

Upper Secondary
978-981-06-3653-1

Supplementary Resources

All About English: Understanding Visual Texts

Composition
All About English: Complete Guide to Composition Writing
(3rd Edition)
Introduce students to various text types and provide guidelines on how to write them, using
examples and exercises based on the latest syllabus by the Ministry of Education in Singapore,
that will ensure your students grasp the skills fully.
• Focus on models of different text types and help students improve their writing.
• Provide students with useful tips and strategies for working under examination conditions.
• Teach students to assess their own writing based on common marking guidelines.

Upper Secondary
978-981-06-3668-5

• Challenge students and reinforce learning with sample papers.

Listening and Speaking
Integrated
print & digital
content

ALL ABOUT

LISTENING & SPEAKING
Upper Secondary

Do you get frustrated when you check the dictionary for the pronunciation of a word and even having found it,
still do not know how to pronounce the word? Do you find it hard to put thoughts into words? All About English:
Listening & Speaking will help you overcome these stumbling blocks.
Together with an online platform, this book will equip you with
essential skills to listen actively and speak fluently.

All About English

LISTENING
& SPEAKING
LOWER SECONDARY

On the online platform:
Pronunciation rules
Explanations
Dialogues

&
PART I

FOCUS ON PRONUNCIATION

There are two parts to this book.

UNIT 1
UNIT 3
UNIT 5

Consonant Symbols

UNIT 2

The ‘th’ Sounds

UNIT 4

Voiced and Voiceless Consonants

ALWAYS LEARNING

Long and Short Vowels
— Part 2
Pronunciation Rules
Verbs and Plural Nounfor Third-person Singular
Endings

The Unstressed Vowel

Sound

PART II

Long and Short Vowels

— Part 1

More Short Vowels
Pronunciation Rules for

Past Tense Endings

Linking Words in Speech

Free Time

Getting Home!

UNIT 15

More Freedom Please

UNIT 16

Just Joking!
Childhood Life Around

the World

What I Saw

Part II focuses on listening and speaking, and can be used to complement the All About English instructional
package for Lower Secondary. With varied exercises to test your vocabulary and prompt you to listen for main
ideas and details, you will learn to model accurate pronunciation on fluent speakers and create your own
dialogues to build oral confidence.

ISTENING
& SPEAKING
Upper Secondary

AUTHORS: CT JOHNSON • LP CHIN

Ideal for learners who prefer learning through:
Easy-to-follow lessons on pronunciation rules
Listening online to develop key skills
Comprehensive exercises to build oral confidence

To hone your command of English, you may also be interested in these titles:
All About English Writing: Creative and Personal Expression (Lower Secondary)
All About English Grammar Book 1 (Lower Secondary)
All About English Grammar Book 2 (Lower Secondary)
All About English Activate Your Vocabulary (Lower Secondary)

Integrated
print & digital
content

S$13.90 (inclusive of GST)
ISBN

978-981-06-3750-7

Visit us at www.pearson.sg

Lower Secondary
978-981-06-3785-9

Equip students with essential skills to listen actively and speak fluently.
• Enable students to effectively use a dictionary for pronunciation by
introducing them to the sounds and symbols of the International Phonetics
Alphabet (IPA), as well as the rules of pronunciation explained in Part 1.
• Test students’ vocabulary, enabling them to listen for main ideas and
details using varied exercises in Part 2.

AUTHOR: CT JOHNSON

In this book, you will find:
Pronunciation rules
Explanations
Examples
Practices

Upper Secondary

UNIT 6
Part I focuses on pronunciation and introduces you to the
UNIT 7
UNIT 8
sounds and symbols of the International Phonetic Alphabet
UNIT 9
UNIT 10
(IPA) used in dictionaries. Knowing these sounds and symbols
FOCUS ON LISTENING
& SPEAKING
will help you pronounce words correctly. Rules for pronunciation
UNIT 11
UNIT 12
UNIT 13
are also provided, with comprehensive exercises giving you ample practice
to master these rules.
UNIT 14

LISTENING & SPEAKING

Listen and communicate effectively.

All About English: Listening and Speaking

Upper Secondary
978-981-06-3750-7

• Encourage oral confidence by teaching students to model accurate
pronunciation on fluent speakers and create their own dialogues.

To purchase, review or find out more please contact our team on +65 67493551
or email Singapore.enquiries@hoddereducation.com
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Supplementary Resources

Secondary English
Vocabulary
All About English: Activate Your Vocabulary
Activate your students’ vocabulary and enable them to delve deeper into written passages
to understand the way writers use words to present ideas, covering the three key areas:
Comprehension, Summary and Essay Writing.
• Facilitate techniques to build vocabulary, and knowledge about the use of vocabulary in
context, with a wide range of interesting topics.
• Encourage students to enjoy reading with Book Link.
Lower Secondary
978-981-06-3667-8

All About English: ‘O’ Level Power-Packed Vocabulary
(2nd Edition)
Equip your students with the extensive vocabulary they need to enhance thinking and
reading skills, making sure they are ready to tackle the revised ‘O’ Level English papers
with confidence.
• Enable students to build a rich store of words with a section dedicated to building
vocabulary.
‘O’ Level
978-981-06-3738-5

• Improve confidence ahead of the examination with sections focussing on the Essay
question in the GCE ‘O’ Level English Language Paper 1, and the Vocabulary, Language
Use and Language Appreciation Components in the GCE ‘O’ Level English Language
Paper 2.
• Ensure students feel ready for the examination with a section on GCE ‘O’ Level Words
they should know.

Writing
All About English: Writing Creative & Personal Expression
Enable students to create captivating essays with a modular structure and a systematic
writing programme that allows teachers to mix and match skills like building blocks.
• Build your students’ skills in order for them to be able to write descriptive and narrative
essays in Part I.
• Reinforce the skills learnt in Part I through practice and a focus on Critical Analysis,
Guided Rewriting and Free Writing of examination-style essays.
Lower Secondary
978-981-06-1957-2

6

• Benefit from useful writing tips on the accompanying DVD, which can be used alongside.

For advance information about new publishing and content, register to receive our
eUpdates at: www.hoddereducation.sg/eupdates

Secondary English
Developing Situational Writing Skills: A Model
Approach (3rd Edition)
Help students master the skills and techniques essential to achieving
success in the Situational Writing component of school tests and the GCE ‘O’
Level English examination, by taking them through various text forms and
writing tasks.

‘O’ Level • Volume 1
978-981-06-3467-4

‘O’ Level • Volume 2
978-981-06-3475-9

• Systematically cover the skills needed to write formal and informal letters,
information sheets, brochures and pamphlets.

Supplementary Resources

BEST
SELLER

• Benefit from the revised editions in this series, which contain more
language items and an accompanying visual text for each situation.
Based on the 2013 English Syllabus issued by the Ministry of Education,
Singapore.

NEW

All About English: Writing Expository and Argumentative Essays
Upper Secondary
Enable students to create well-written essays using the only book with a step-by-step focus on
expository and argumentative essay-writing strategies and techniques.
• Build confidence with tips on how to create ideas for expository and argumentative topics.
• Develop skills to create a captivating essay with teaching points and guidance followed by
examples and practice questions.

‘O’ Level • Volume 1
978-981-47-6726-2
New: Publishing
April 2018

• Facilitate understanding about how the techniques students learn will improve essays with
learning outcomes for each unit, and summarising checkpoints.
• Demonstrate and deepen understanding with successful examples, deconstructed essays and
animated explanations.

NEW

Class Series: Summary Writing
Empower your students to excel in the summary component of the English
examination paper with detailed, step-by-step guidance on how to write clear
summaries, in line with the latest Ministry of Education English syllabus.
• Build the necessary skills to write concise and clear summaries with
advice and guidance on understanding texts and narrative structures,
identifying and organising ideas, paraphrasing and using cohesive devices
to organise and connect ideas.

Secondary 1
978-981-47-6783-5
New: Publishing
September 2018

Secondary 2
978-981-47-6784-2
New: Publishing
September 2018

• Ensure your students feel prepared for the examination with advice on
analysing question requirements, step-by-step worked answers and
practice papers.
• Improve confidence and practise examination technique with
examination tips.
• Facilitate independent study evaluation with answers provided.

To purchase, review or find out more please contact our team on +65 67493551
or email Singapore.enquiries@hoddereducation.com
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Secondary English
Examination Revision
BEST
SELLER

All About English: Effective Guide for Lower Secondary
Provide effective guidance to help students master the skills needed for success in lower secondary
English, in line with the latest English syllabus and examination format issued by the Ministry of
Education, Singapore.
• Develop skills with a step-by-step approach and concise explanations for each section of the
examination: Grammar, Essay Writing, Comprehension, and Listening and Oral Communication.
• Strengthen foundations in grammar and vocabulary, as well as the understanding of different text
types and mixed texts needed for the examination.

Lower Secondary
978-981-47-6709-5

• Revise and reinforce knowledge with practice questions, exercises and end-of-term practice papers.
• Prepare for the examination with examination tips and worked examples.
• Encourage self-assessment and analysis with answers provided.
• Ensure students are ready for the listening components with audio tracks available online.

BEST
SELLER

All About English: Effective Guide for ‘O’ Level English
(Revised Edition)
Master the skills needed for success in the ‘O’ Level examination with effective guidance in line with
the latest English syllabus and examination format issued by the Ministry of Education, Singapore.
• Develop skills with a step-by-step approach and concise explanations for each section of the
examination: Grammar, Essay Writing, Comprehension, and Listening and Oral Communication.

‘O’ Level
978-981-47-6781-1
New: Publishing
June 2018

• Strengthen foundations in grammar and vocabulary, as well as the understanding of different text
types and mixed texts needed for the examination.
• Revise and reinforce knowledge with practice questions, exercises and end-of-term practice papers.
• Ensure your students feel confident and prepared for the examination with examination tips and
worked examples.
• Encourage independent learning and self-assessment with answers provided.

Reference
BEST
SELLER

Grammar for Secondary 1-5 Reference Book
The only grammar reference for Secondary students developed collaboratively with the Ministry
of Education, Singapore.
Draw on over 100 combined years of grammar expertise from the publishers of First Aid in English
and grammar and linguistics expert, Dr Lubna Alsagoff.
Grammar for Secondary 1-5 Reference Book:
• Presents grammar in context using real-world examples and ideas about learning grammar in
Singapore.

978-147-18-3746-3

• Builds understanding with a two-part structure that first shows how words are used to form
sentences, then how these in turn are used to create different types of text.
• Structures learning with terms at the start of the book and activities throughout that stretch and
check understanding.
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For advance information about new publishing and content, register to receive our
eUpdates at: www.hoddereducation.sg/eupdates

Secondary English
Textbooks

All About English Secondary
Foster important language skills with a refreshing series developed in collaboration with the Singapore Ministry of
Education and based on the English Language Syllabus 2010.
• Build a strong foundation in the essential skills and knowledge related to:
� Listening and Viewing

� Grammar

� Writing and Representing

� Speaking and Representing

� Reading and Viewing

� Vocabulary

• Enable students to discover and appreciate the meaningful use of English in different contexts.
• Teach students to communicate confidently and competently, and to use the English language to describe and reflect.

1 Express/Normal
(Academic)
978-981-06-2181-0

1 Normal (Technical)
978-981-06-2182-7

2 Express
978-981-06-2676-1

2 Normal (Academic)
978-981-06-2677-8

2 Normal (Technical)
978-981-06-2678-5

3 Express
978-981-06-2996-0

3 Normal (Academic)
978-981-06-2997-7

3 Normal (Technical)
978-981-06-2998-4

Synthesise what students
have learned across
previous levels and
encourage them to apply
skills and knowledge in
authentic contexts.

NEW

4 Express / 5 Normal
(Academic)
978-981-06-3358-5

4 Normal (Academic)
978-981-06-3359-2

4 Normal (Technical)
978-981-06-3360-8

To purchase, review or find out more please contact our team on +65 67493551
or email Singapore.enquiries@hoddereducation.com
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Textbooks

2018 Catalogues

To request a catalogue, please contact
singapore.enquiries@hoddereducation.com
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For advance information about new publishing and content, register to receive our
eUpdates at: www.hoddereducation.sg/eupdates

Order form
Please complete and return this form to: hoddercs@apdsing.com
Supplementary
ISBN
9789810626860

Title
ALL ABOUT ENGLISH GRAMMAR BK 1 LOWER SEC

Price
$10.90

9789810626877

ALL ABOUT ENGLISH GRAMMAR BK 2 LOWER SEC

$10.90

9789810637675

ALL ABOUT ENGLISH: GRAMMAR EDITING (LOWER SEC)

$10.50

9789810636302

ALL ABOUT ENGLISH GRAMMAR EDITING EXERCISES (UPPER SEC)

$8.35

9789814767248

POWER UP GRAMMAR SECONDARY 1

$9.25

9789814767255

POWER UP GRAMMAR SECONDARY 2

$9.25

9789810623470

GRAMMAR IN CONTEXT SEC 1

$6.05

9789810623616

GRAMMAR IN CONTEXT SEC 2

$6.80

9789814767101

ALL ABOUT ENGLISH LOWER SECONDARY COMPREHENSION

$13.00

9789814767828

ALL ABOUT ENGLISH: COMPREHENSION UPPER SECONDARY (REVISED EDITION)

$13.90

9789810636531

ALL ABOUT ENGLISH UNDERSTANDING VISUAL TEXTS (UPPER SECONDARY)

$9.80

9789810636685

ALL ABOUT ENGLISH COMPLETE GUIDE TO COMPOSITION WRITING (UPPER SECONDARY)

$13.95

9789810637859

ALL ABOUT ENGLISH: LISTENING & SPEAKING LOWER SEONDARY WITH/ONLINE

$13.00

9789810637507

ALL ABOUT ENGLISH: LISTENING & SPEAKING for UPPER SEC

$16.75

9789810636678

ALL ABOUT ENGLISH ACTIVATE YOUR VOCABULARY (LOWER SEC)

$11.15

9789810637385

ALL ABOUT ENGLISH 'O' LEVEL ENGLISH POWER-PACKED VOCABULARY (2nd EDN)

$14.90

9789810619572

ALL ABOUT ENGLISH: WRITING CREATIVE & PERSONAL EXPRESSION for LOWER SEC

$18.60

9789810634674

DEVELOPING SITUATIONAL WRITING SKILLS A MODEL APPROACH VOL 1 (3rd Edn)

$16.75

9789810634759

DEVELOPING SITUATIONAL WRITING SKILLS A MODEL APPROACH VOL 2 (3rd Edn)

$17.75

9789814767262

ALL ABOUT ENGLISH WRITING EXPOSITORY AND ARGUMENTATIVE ESSAYS UPPER SECONDARY

$16.70

9789814767835

CLASS SERIES: SUMMARY WRITING SECONDARY 1

$13.90

9789814767842

CLASS SERIES: SUMMARY WRITING SECONDARY 2

$13.90

9789814767095

ALL ABOUT ENGLISH EFFECTIVE GUIDE FOR LOWER SECONDARY

$16.75

9789814767811

ALL ABOUT ENGLISH EFFECTIVE GUIDE FOR 'O' LEVEL ENGLISH (REVISED EDITION)

$16.75

9781471837463

GRAMMAR FOR SECONDARY 1-5 REFERENCE BOOK

$15.90

Textbook
ISBN
9789810621810

Title
ALL ABOUT ENGLISH SECONDARY 1 N(A)

Price

9789810621827

ALL ABOUT ENGLISH SECONDARY 1 N(T)

9789810626761

ALL ABOUT ENGLISH SECONDARY 2 E

9789810626778

ALL ABOUT ENGLISH SECONDARY 2 N(A)

9789810626785

ALL ABOUT ENGLISH SECONDARY 2 N(T)

9789810629960

ALL ABOUT ENGLISH SECONDARY 3E

9789810629977

ALL ABOUT ENGLISH SECONDARY 3 N(A)

9789810629984

ALL ABOUT ENGLISH SECONDARY 3 N(T)

9789810633585

ALL ABOUT ENGLISH SECONDARY 4 E/5 N(A)

9789810633592

ALL ABOUT ENGLISH SECONDARY 4 N(A)

9789810633608

ALL ABOUT ENGLISH SECONDARY 4 N(T)

All prices are subject to the prevailing GST and may be changed without prior notice.

Qty

Qty

Total

To purchase, review or find out more please contact our team on +65 67493551
or email Singapore.enquiries@hoddereducation.com
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Try before you buy with eInspection copies
Evaluate digital versions of key titles, in full for 30 days with with free eInspection copies.
Just follow these three simple steps:

1. Find the book at www.hoddereducation.sg and select the ‘Order eInspection
copy’. This adds the eInspection copy to your basket.
2. Go to your basket and checkout. If you don’t already have an account with us,
you’ll need to register as a teacher at your institution – this only takes a minute!
3. Once available, a link to the eInspection copy will be sent to your email address –
click for instant access or share the link freely with your colleagues.

We’re here to help
To place your order or for any queries, please contact our team at:

North/East/Central Zone
Consultant: Justin Khor
Mobile: 9230 3037
Email: justin.khor@hoddereducation.com

South/West Zone
Consultant: Shelly Tan
Mobile: 9230 0604
Email: shelly.tan@hoddereducation.com

Please recycle when you have finished with this catalogue				

